Assessment Sheet

Combining Music Activity, National Standards, DOK level, and Common Core Standard

Student ____________________________

Class _______________ Date _____________

Use a checklist that covers the following actions and/or video student engagement.

Low Functioning

1. Student responded through eye contact  yes____ no____ n/a ___
2. Student responded through movement or gesture  yes____ no____ n/a ___
3. Student sang out during lesson  yes____ no____ n/a ___
4. Student used an instrument to express reaction  yes____ no____ n/a ___
5. Students used an adapted communication sheet such as Give Me 20.  yes____ no____ n/a ___

Comment on DOK level ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Comment on use of Common Core Standard __________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Middle Functioning

1. Student followed one step directions.  yes____ no____ n/a ___
2. Student sang back the melody with 60% or more accuracy.  yes____ no____ n/a ___
3. Student tapped out a steady beat.  yes____ no____ n/a ___
4. Student clapped out the rhythm correctly.  yes____ no____ n/a ___
5. Student shared work with others or helped others.  yes____ no____ n/a ___
6. Student asked or answered questions using a communication sheet.  yes____ no____ n/a ___
7. Students asked or answered questions verbally.  yes____ no____ n/a ___
8. Student found worksheet or audio file at specialneedsinmusic.com  yes____ no____ n/a ___

http://specialneedsinmusic.com/
Comment on DOK level

___________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Comment on use of Common Core Standard

___________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

High Functioning

1. Student followed one step directions.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
2. Student followed two step directions.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
3. Student sang the melody correctly.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
4. Student played rhythm correctly.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
5. Student played using a worksheet with guided assistance.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
6. Student played using a worksheet independently.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
7. Student played by ear or by memory.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
8. Student shared work with others or helped others.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
9. Student asked or answered questions.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
10. Student found worksheet or audio file at specialneedsinmusic.com  yes___  no____  n/a ___
11. Students shared work with others or helped others.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
12. Students wrote comments on their piano melody page using a menu.  yes___  no____  n/a ___
13. Students wrote comments on their piano melody page without assistance.  yes___  no____  n/a ___

Comment on DOK level

___________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Comment on use of Common Core Standard

___________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

http://specialneedsinmusic.com/